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Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the Marian Center of Aurora,
Paysandu, Uruguay to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Dear children,

Today I express My infinite gratitude to all the children of Aurora because of them
supporting and sustaining, through their faith, the inner expression of Aurora on the
surface.

This month of May, which is approaching, will be special because your Heavenly
Mother will take you to the origin and the roots of the divine history of the birth of
Aurora on the surface, a history built by the plans of your Heavenly Mother, which will
be shared with everyone who is present.

At this moment, Aurora needs to be recognized as the Sacred Center that it is, and also
for its important spiritual task in all of Uruguay. It is for this reason that your Mother
has you return to Aurora after a long pilgrimage through Brazil, so that your lives and
hearts may be repositories of the codes of Light of Aurora.

Today Aurora shows its winter beauty, of withdrawal and silence, so important to all of
planetary life, but it also shows its harmony and joy of always keeping its doors open to
take in the spiritual suffering of humanity.

In this way, dear children, Aurora prepares its Sacred Center to receive again, in May,
the Queen of Heaven and the Redeemer Who is already returning.

The brotherhood between servers and God is established again, and the bases of the
whole work of Aurora are renewed so that, later, it may go out into the world providing
impulses of freedom and of redemption for hearts and souls.

Aurora clothes itself in nature's winter to receive the Messengers of God.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you from Aurora,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


